This funny movie appeared in February 2011. Although I have seen this film already two times, I would watch it a third and fourth time. The special features are that you can enjoy it again and again. The jokes from the trained and professional actors are so funny—it’s super for amusing yourself. Although the film was released 3 years ago, many people still talk and laugh about it.

Now to the almost brilliant actors and the film itself. One of the main characters is Magdalena (Emma Tiger Schweiger), it’s the little self-conscious girl. She must go to her biological dad Henry (Til Schweiger). But Henry doesn’t know that he has a daughter. So he tries to cope with this new situation. But there is another man, who’s called Tristan (Samuel Finzi). This is Magdalena’s not physical father, but he has raised his lovely girl. Henry’s love Katharina (Jasmin Gerat) is a beautiful surrogate mother for Magdalena, and so they overcome their sometimes catastrophic life with much fun and love.